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Random field solutions to linear SPDEs driven
by symmetric pure jump Lévy space-time white noises
Robert C. Dalang1 and Thomas Humeau1
Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne
Abstract
We study the notions of mild solution and generalized solution to a linear stochastic
partial differential equation driven by a pure jump symmetric Lévy white noise. We identify
conditions for existence for these two kinds of solutions, and we identify conditions under
which they are essentially equivalent. We establish a necessary condition for the existence
of a random field solution to a linear SPDE, and we apply this result to the linear stochastic
heat, wave and Poisson equations driven by a symmetric α-stable noise.
1 Introduction
In this article, we consider a linear stochastic partial differential equation of the form
(1.1) Lu “ 9X ,
where L is a partial differential operator and 9X is a symmetric pure jump Lévy white noise.
We study two different notions of solution to (1.1). On the one hand, from the random field
approach to SPDEs, we have the concept of mild solution, which is a random field defined as the
convolution of a Green’s function of L with the noise. The mild solution is therefore defined as a
stochastic integral, and some conditions are needed for its existence. For example, in the simple
case of Gaussian white noise, the Green’s function must be square integrable. The literature for
the existence of mild solutions to SPDEs in the Gaussian case is already quite extensive (see
[6, 13] for introductory lectures, and see [7, 5] for more advanced presentations). The case of
Lévy noise has been less studied, but the existence of mild solutions for various equations has
been considered in [1, 3], and the approach via evolution equations is considered in [15].
From the general theory of (deterministic) partial differential equations, we have the notion
of weak solutions, or solutions in the sense of (Schwartz) distributions. Since the terms “weak”
and “distribution” are often used with another meaning, we will instead use the term “generalized
solutions,” in the spirit of the book [9].
In this article, we are interested in the link between the notions of mild solution and gen-
eralized solution to the linear stochastic partial differential equation (1.1). More precisely, the
questions that we study are the following:
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(1) When it can be defined, is a mild solution also a generalized solution?
(2) When a generalized solution exists, under what conditions can it be represented by a random
field?
(3) What kinds of solution exist in the case of the stochastic heat equation, the stochastic wave
equation, or the stochastic Poisson equation driven by an α-stable noise?
A question related to (2) was studied in [7, Theorem 11]. More precisely, this reference gives
a necessary condition on the Green’s function of the differential operator for the existence of a
random field representation (see Definition 3.4) for the generalized solution to an SPDE driven
by a Gaussian colored noise.
To answer the above questions, we first introduce the two different notions of solution to a
linear SPDE in Section 3. Then, in Section 4, we provide an answer to question (1), first in the
α-stable case in Theorem 4.1, and then in a more general case in Theorem 4.5. To prove these
results, we also establish a new stochastic Fubini’s theorem in Theorem 4.3, that is interesting
in its own right. Section 5 deals with question (2), and a necessary condition for the generalized
solution to have a random field representation is given in Theorem 5.1 for the α-stable case, and
in Theorem 5.3 for a more general case. Finally, Section 6 deals with question (3), where we
study applications of these results to the case of the stochastic heat equation, the stochastic wave
equation and the stochastic Poisson equation in various dimensions. The main results can be
found in Theorems 6.6, 6.11 and 6.12.
2 Notations and main definitions
We will denote by DpRdq the space of C8 compactly supported functions, and D1pRdq its topolog-
ical dual space, the space of distributions or generalized functions (we refer the reader to [19] for
an exposition of these notions). We suppose that L is a partial differential operator with adjoint
L˚ (think of L as the heat or wave operator typically). We consider a fundamental solution
ρ P D1pRdq of the operator L, that is a solution to
(2.1) Lρ “ δ0 in D
1pRdq.
The fundamental solution is not always unique (and choosing this solution typically amounts to
imposing initial and/or boundary conditions), and in the following, we fix the choice of ρ. We
recall the definition [19] of the convolution between a distribution ρ and a smooth function with
compact support ϕ:
(2.2) ϕ ˚ ρptq :“ xρ, ϕpt´ ¨qy .
Note that this convolution defines a C8 function. Also, for ϕ P DpRdq, we define xρˇ, ϕy :“ xρ, ϕˇy,
where for all t P Rd, ϕˇptq :“ ϕp´tq. For any real valued function f , we will define f` :“ maxpf, 0q.
Let 9X be a symmetric pure jump Lévy white noise on S, where S is a Borel measurable
subset of Rd, with characteristic triplet p0, 0, νq. More precisely, we suppose that there is a
Poisson random measure J on S ˆ R with intensity measure ds νpdzq such that
Xpdsq :“
ż
|z|ď1
zJ˜pds, dzq `
ż
|z|ą1
zJpds, dzq ,
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and ν is a symmetric Lévy measure. As usual, J˜pds, dzq :“ Jpds, dzq ´ ds νpdzq is the compen-
sated Poisson random measure associated to J . This Lévy white noise is a particular example of
an independently scattered random measure introduced in [16]. For a link with other definition of
Lévy white noise, we refer the reader to [8]. In [16, Theorem 2.7], Rajput and Rosinski identified
the space Lp 9X,Sq of deterministic functions that can be integrated with respect to such a noise.
In particular, in our framework, we get that
Lp 9X,Sq “
"
f : S Ñ R measurable :
ż
SˆR
`
|fpsqz|2 ^ 1
˘
ds νpdzq ă `8
*
.
For properties of this space, we refer the reader to [16, p. 466]. In particular, it is a linear
complete metric space for a suitable norm, and the convergence fn Ñ f in Lp 9X,Sq as n Ñ `8
is equivalent to ż
SˆR
`
|pfnpsq ´ fpsqq z|
2 ^ 1
˘
ds νpdzq Ñ 0 , as nÑ `8 .
In a spatio-temporal framework, we refer the reader to [4] for integrability conditions for non-
deterministic integrands.
A generalized stochastic process (or generalized random field) U is a linear map from a space
of test functions DpRdq into L0pΩq (the space of a.s. finite random variables with the metric of
convergence in probability). If, in addition, this map is continuous, then by [22, Corollary 4.2],
it has a version U˜ (i.e. for any ϕ P DpRdq, xU, ϕy “ xU˜ , ϕy a.s.) such that for almost all ω P Ω,
for any sequence ϕn Ñ ϕ in DpRdq as n Ñ `8, xU˜ , ϕnypωq Ñ xU˜ , ϕypωq. That is, U˜ defines a
random element in D1pRdq. In this case, U˜ is called a continuous generalized stochastic process,
or a random distribution.
3 Notions of solution to a linear SPDE
We introduce two different notions of solutions to the linear SPDE (1.1) with associated funda-
mental solution ρ. Notice that in this framework, we are only considering the case where the
Green’s function of the operator L is given by a shift of a fundamental solution.
3.1 Generalized solution
In the following we will need a hypothesis on the fundamental solution ρ of the differential
operator L:
(H1) ρ is such that for any ϕ P DpRdq, the convolution ϕ ˚ ρˇ belongs to Lp 9X,Sq.
The case where the noise is a symmetric α-stable noise for some α P p0, 2q is already quite rich,
and provides some insights into the general theory. More precisely, suppose that 9W α is an α-stable
symmetric Lévy white noise on S, with characteristic triplet p0, 0, ναq, where ναpdxq “ 12|x|α`1 dx.
The characteristic function of 9W α is given by
E
´
eiu
9XpAq
¯
“ exp r´Lebd pAq |u|
αs , u P R ,
for any measurable set A Ă S with finite Lebesgue measure. This notion coincides with that of
a symmetric α-stable random measure developed in [18, §3.3]. Since the skewness parameter β
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vanishes, it is well known that a function f : Rd Ñ R is 9W α-integrable if and only if f P LαpSq
(see [18, §3.4]). In this framework, (H1) becomes
(H1’) ρ is such that for any ϕ P DpRdq, the convolution ϕ ˚ ρˇ belongs to LαpSq.
We can then define a generalized solution to (1.1).
Definition 3.1. Assume (H1). The generalized solution to the stochastic partial differential
equation (1.1) is the linear functional ugen on DpRdq such that for all ϕ P DpRdq,
(3.1) xugen, ϕy :“ x 9X,ϕ ˚ ρˇy .
Remark 3.2. The generalized solution is in general not a distribution, since it may not define
a continuous linear functional on DpRdq. We may require additional properties on ρ to have this
property.
Remark 3.3. The functional ugen is a solution to (1.1) in the weak sense: indeed, for ϕ P DpRdq,
xLugen, ϕy “ xugen,L
˚ϕy “ x 9X, pL˚ϕq ˚ ρˇy .
Also, by (2.1),
pL˚ϕq ˚ ρˇptq “ xρˇ,L˚ϕpt´ ¨qy “ xρ,L˚ϕpt` ¨qy “ xLρ, ϕpt` ¨qy “ xδ0, ϕpt` ¨qy “ ϕptq ,
Therefore, for all ϕ P DpRdq,
xLugen, ϕy “ x 9X,ϕy .
A generalized solution cannot in general be evaluated pointwise. However, a generalized
function (i.e. a distribution in the sense of Schwartz) can sometimes be represented by a true
function. This is the motivation for the following definition.
Definition 3.4. We say a generalized stochastic process u has a random field representation
if there exists a jointly measurable random field pYtqtPRd such that Y has almost surely locally
integrable sample paths, and for any ϕ P DpRdq,
(3.2) xu, ϕy “
ż
Rd
Yt ϕptq dt a.s.
The generalized stochastic processes that have a random field representation are exactly those
which can be evaluated pointwise. For example, the Dirac distribution δ0 does not have a random
field representation.
3.2 Mild solution
Generalized solutions are a useful generalization of classical solutions to a partial differential
equation. However, non-linear operations on generalized functions are in general difficult to
define, and we are often interested in finding solutions that can be evaluated pointwise. One type
of solution that is often used in the SPDE literature is the notion of mild solution. Essentially,
this consists in making use of the fundamental solution to write the equation in an integral form.
In order to be able to define a mild solution to (1.1), we will need another hypothesis on the
fundamental solution ρ:
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(H2) For any t P Rd, ρpt ´ ¨q P Lp 9X,Sq.
Again, in the case where the noise is a symmetric α-stable noise for some α P p0, 2q (H2)
becomes:
(H2’) For any t P Rd, ρpt ´ ¨q P LαpSq.
Definition 3.5. Under hypothesis (H2), we define the mild solution of (1.1) via the formula
(3.3) umildptq :“ x 9X, ρpt´ ¨qy .
Remark 3.6. When it exists, the mild solution is always a random field, while the generalized
solution is defined as a distribution. It might turn out that the generalized solution has a random
field representation, and we can then wonder if this representation is the mild solution. This
question is investigated in Section 5.
The random field umild defined in (3.3) has a jointly measurable version. This is a consequence
of the following proposition.
Proposition 3.7. Let f : RnˆRd Ñ R be a Borel measurable function such that for any t P Rn,
fpt, ¨q P Lp 9X,Sq. For any t P Rn, let
uptq “ x 9X, fpt, ¨qy .
Then the random field u has a jointly measurable version.
Proof. See [2, p. 926].
4 When is a mild solution also a generalized solution?
We point out that the generalized and mild solutions depend on the choice of the fundamental
solution ρ. Therefore, once the choice of the fundamental solution has been made, it makes sense
to study the mild solution and the generalized solution. For the remainder of this section, we fix
the choice of a fundamental solution to the operator L.
The generalized solutions ugen and the mild solution umild (under (H1) and (H2), respec-
tively) are defined by in (3.1) and (3.3). Therefore, in general, if umild has locally integrable
sample paths, then for any ϕ P DpRdq,
xumild, ϕy :“
ż
Rd
umildptqϕptq dt “
ż
Rd
x 9X, ρpt´ ¨qyϕptq dt .
We see, in particular, that if we can exchange the stochastic integral and the Lebesgue integral,
then we get
xumild, ϕy “ x 9X,
ż
Rd
ρpt´ ¨qϕptq dty “ x 9X,ϕ ˚ ρˇy “ xugen, ϕy .
Therefore, provided the exchange of the order of integration is valid, we have umild “ ugen in the
sense of generalized stochastic processes, and in order to answer the question of when the mild
solution is also the generalized solution, we need a stochastic Fubini’s theorem.
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4.1 The α-stable case
We first consider the case of an α-stable symmetric noise, in which a very complete result can be
given.
Theorem 4.1. Assume (H2’). Let umild be a jointly measurable version of the mild solution
to (1.1) defined in (3.3), where the noise is symmetric and α-stable. For any ϕ P DpRdq, let
µϕpdtq “ |ϕptq| dt.
(i) If α ą 1, and for any ϕ P DpRdq,
(4.1)
ż
Rd
ˆż
S
|ρpt´ sq|α ds
˙ 1
α
µϕpdtq ă `8 ,
then umild “ ugen in the sense of generalized stochastic processes.
(ii) If α “ 1, and ρ is such that for any ϕ P DpRdq,
(4.2)
ż
Rd
µϕpdtq
ż
S
ds |ρpt´ sq|
«
1` log`
˜
|ρpt ´ sq|
ş
Rd
µϕpdrq
ş
S
dv|ρpr ´ vq|`ş
S
|ρpt´ vq| dv
˘ `ş
Rd
|ρpr ´ sq|µϕpdrq
˘
¸ff
ă `8 .
then umild “ ugen in the sense of generalized stochastic processes.
(iii) If α ă 1, and ρ is such that for any ϕ P DpRdq,
(4.3)
ż
S
ˆż
Rd
|ρpt ´ sq|µϕpdtq
˙α
ds ă `8 ,
then umild “ ugen in the sense of generalized stochastic processes.
Remark 4.2. It is not difficult to check the following statements:
(1) Condition (4.1) is equivalent to:
t ÞÑ }ρpt´ ¨q}LαpSq P L
1
locpR
dq .
(a) If S “ Rd`, and ρptq “ 0 for all t P R
dzRd`, then (4.1) is equivalent to ρ P L
α
locpR
d
`q.
(b) If S “ R` ˆ Rd´1, and ρpt, xq “ 0 if t ă 0, then (4.1) is equivalent to
@t ą 0,
ż t
0
ż
Rd´1
|ρps, yq|α ds dy ă `8 .
(2) Similarly, condition (4.3) is equvivalent to:
for any compact K Ă Rd,
ż
S
ˆż
K
|ρpt´ sq| dt
˙α
ds ă `8 .
(a) If S “ Rd`, and ρptq “ 0 for all t P R
dzRd`, then (4.3) is equivalent to ρ P L
1
locpR
d
`q.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We begin with (i). As mentioned above, we need a stochastic Fubini
theorem to exchange the Lebesgue integral and the stochastic integral. Since ϕ P DpRdq, the
measure µϕ is finite. By (4.1) and [18, Theorem 11.3.2],
ş
Rd
|umildptq|µϕpdtq ă `8 a.s (that is,
the sample paths of umild are almost surely locally integrable, and umild defines a generalized
random process). By the stochastic Fubini Theorem in [18, Theorem 11.4.1],ż
Rd
umildptqϕptq dt “
ż
S
ˆż
Rd
ρpt ´ sqϕptq dt
˙
9W αpdsq “ x 9Wα, ϕ ˚ ρˇy .
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Therefore, for any ϕ P DpRdq,
xumild, ϕy “ x 9Wα, ϕ ˚ ρˇy “: xugen, ϕy ,
and therefore umild “ ugen in the sense of generalized stochastic processes.
The proof of (ii) and (iii) follows the same steps, with the difference that the conditions (4.2)
and (4.3) are necessary to apply [18, Theorem 11.3.2] when α “ 1 or α ą 1.
The careful reader may wonder if (H1’) is satisfied in these cases, since it is a necessary
condition for the existence of the generalized solution. In fact, (4.2) and (4.3) immediately imply
Hypothesis (H1’) when α ď 1, and by Minkowski’s inequality for integrals [20, A.1], (4.1) also
implies (H1’) when α ą 1.
4.2 A Stochastic Fubini Theorem
In this section, we suppose that the driving noise 9X is a pure jump symmetric Lévy white
noise, that is, a Lévy white noise with characteristic triplet p0, 0, νq, where ν is a symmetric Lévy
measure. We can no longer rely on the pre-existing work on α-stable random measures exposed in
[18], and we need another version of a stochastic Fubini theorem. For convenience, we provide here
a Fubini’s theorem for integrals with respect to this Lévy noise. Such stochastic Fubini theorems
for L0-valued random measures already exist in the literature. For instance, [14, Corollary 1] is
more general (it deals with stochastic integrands), but integration of non-deterministic processes
with respect to Lévy white noises relies on a space-time framework, where the time component
is critical for the definition of predictable processes.
Theorem 4.3. Let 9X be a symmetric pure jump Lévy white noise on S Ă Rd, with characteristic
triplet p0, 0, νq and jump measure J . Let f : S ˆ Rn ÞÑ R be measurable and such that for any
t P Rn, fp¨, tq P Lp 9X,Sq, and let µ be a finite measure on Rn. Suppose that
(4.4)
ż
Rn
ˇˇˇ
x 9X, fp¨, tqy
ˇˇˇ
µpdtq ă `8 , a.s.
Then, for almost all s P S, fps, ¨q P L1pµq, and the function µ f f : s ÞÑ
ş
Rn
fps, tqµpdtq is in
Lp 9X,Sq, and
(4.5)
ż
Rn
x 9X, fp¨, tqyµpdtq “ x 9X, µf fy a.s.
Remark 4.4. We emphasize that the f operation is not commutative. In particular, it involves
a measure and a measurable function whose roles are not interchangeable.
Proof of Theorem 4.3. The main probability space is pΩ,F ,Pq. Since µ is a finite measure, we
can suppose without loss of generality that it is a probability measure on Rn. Let pΩ1,F 1,P1q be
a probability space, and pTiqiě1 be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables on this space with law µ.
We write E1 for the expectation with respect to the probability measure P1. In this framework,
(4.4) is equivalent to
E
1
´ˇˇˇ
x 9X, fp¨, T1qy
ˇˇˇ¯
ă `8 P ´ a.s.
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(we are using the jointly measurable version of x 9X, fp¨, tqy provided by Proposition 3.7). More
precisely, there is a set Ω1 Ă Ω such that PpΩ1q “ 1, and for any ω P Ω1,
E
1
´ˇˇˇ
x 9X, fp¨, T1qypωq
ˇˇˇ¯
ă `8 .
By the strong law of large numbers, for any ω P Ω1, there is a set Ω11pωq Ă Ω
1 such that
P
1 pΩ11pωqq “ 1 and for any ω
1 P Ω11pωq,
(4.6)
1
n
nÿ
i“1
x 9X, fp¨, Tipω
1qqypωq Ñ E1
´
x 9X, fp¨, T1qypωq
¯
as nÑ `8 .
We define
A “ tpω, ω1q P Ωˆ Ω1 : (4.6) occursu .
Then A P F ˆ F 1. For ω P Ω, let
Aω “ tω
1 P Ω1 : pω, ω1q P Au .
Then, for any ω P Ω1, P1 pAωq “ 1, and we deduce that Pˆ P1pAq “ 1.
For any n P N, s P S and ω1 P Ω1, we set fnps, ω1q “ 1n
řn
i“1 fps, Tipω
1qq. Then, fnp¨, ω1q P
Lp 9X,Sq since this is a vector space. For any ω1 P Ω1, there is a set Ωnpω1q Ă Ω such that
P pΩnpω
1qq “ 1 and for any ω P Ωnpω1q,
(4.7)
1
n
nÿ
i“1
x 9X, fp¨, Tipω
1qqypωq “ x 9X, fnp¨, ω
1qypωq .
For any ω1 P Ω1, the set Ω8pω1q “
Ş`8
n“1Ωnpω
1q is such that P pΩ8pω1qq “ 1 and for any ω P
Ω8pω
1q, (4.7) holds for all n P N. We define
B “ tpω, ω1q P Ωˆ Ω1 : (4.7) occurs for all n P Nu .
Then, for ω1 P Ω1, let
Bω
1
“ tω P Ω : pω, ω1q P Bu .
For any ω1 P Ω1, P
`
Bω
1˘
“ 1, and we deduce thatż
Ω1
P
´
Bω
1
¯
P
1pdω1q “ 1 .
By Fubini’s theorem, we deduce that
(4.8)
ż
Ω1
ˆż
Ω
1pω,ω1qPAXB Ppdωq
˙
P
1pdω1q “
ż
Ω
ˆż
Ω1
1pω,ω1qPAXB P
1pdω1q
˙
Ppdωq “ 1 .
Let ω1 P Ω. We define
pAXBqω
1
“ tω P Ω : pω, ω1q P AXBu .
From (4.8), for P1-almost all ω1 P Ω1, P
´
pAXBqω
1
¯
“ 1. In other words, for P1-almost all ω1 P Ω1,
1
n
nÿ
i“1
x 9X, fp¨, Tipω
1qqypωq “ x 9X, fnp¨, ω
1qypωq Ñ E1
´
x 9X, fp¨, T1qypωq
¯
as nÑ `8 ,
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for P-almost all ω P Ω. In particular, for P1-almost all ω1 P Ω, the sequence of random variables
px 9X, fnp¨, ω
1qyqně1 on pΩ,F ,Pq is a Cauchy sequence in probability. By P-a.s. linearity of 9X
and the isomorphism property in [16, Theorem 3.4], which uses the symmetry of 9X (see [16,
Proposition 3.6], we deduce that pfnp¨, ω1qqně1 is a Cauchy sequence in Lp 9X,Sq. By completeness,
for P1-almost all ω1 P Ω1, there is a function f˜p¨, ω1q P Lp 9X,Sq such that fnp¨, ω1q Ñ f˜p¨, ω1q as
n Ñ `8 in Lp 9X,Sq (see [16] for the definition of that convergence, in particular, it implies
the convergence in measure on compact subsets of S [16, p.466]). By (4.4) and [17, Theorem 6]
(which also uses the symmetry of 9X), for almost every s P S,
ş
Rd
|fps, tq|µpdtq ă `8, that is
E
1 p|fps, T1q|q ă `8. By the strong law of large numbers, we deduce that for almost all s P S,
there is a set Ω1s such that P
1pΩ1sq “ 1 and for any ω
1 P Ω1s,
(4.9)
1
n
nÿ
i“1
fps, Tipω
1qq “ fnps, ω
1q Ñ E1 pfps, T1qq “ µf fpsq as nÑ `8.
Let C “ tps, ω1q P S ˆ Ω1 : (4.9) holdsu, for s P S, Cs “ tω1 P Ω1 : ps, ω1q P Cu, and for ω1 P Ω1,
Cω
1
“ ts P S : ps, ω1q P Cu . Since for almost all s P S, P1 pCsq “ 1, by Fubini’s theorem,
we deduce that for almost all ω1 P Ω1, (4.9) holds for almost every s P S (with respect to
Lebesgue measure). We can then drop the dependence in ω1, so that there is a sequence ptiqiě1
of deterministic times (for P) in Rn such that
(4.10)
1
n
nÿ
i“1
fps, tiq Ñ µf fpsq a.e. in s as nÑ `8,
(4.11)
1
n
nÿ
i“1
x 9X, fp¨, tiqy “ x 9X,
1
n
nÿ
i“1
fp¨, tiqy Ñ
ż
Rd
x 9X, fp¨, tqyµpdtq P´ a.s.,
as nÑ `8, and
(4.12)
1
n
nÿ
i“1
fp¨, tiq Ñ f˜p¨q in Lp 9X,Sq as nÑ `8.
Since convergence in Lp 9X,Sq implies convergence almost everywhere along a subsequence (see
[16, p. 466]), by uniqueness of the limit we get from (4.10) and (4.12) that µ f f “ f˜ almost
everywhere (and hence f˜ does not depend on ω1), and 1
n
řn
i“1 fp¨, tiq Ñ µ f f in Lp 9X,Sq.
Therefore,
(4.13) x 9X,
1
n
nÿ
i“1
fp¨, tiqy Ñ x 9X, µf fy as nÑ `8 ,
in P-probability. By uniqueness of the limit, gathering (4.11) and (4.13), we deduce that P-almost
surely, (4.5) holds.
4.3 The general case
In this section, we suppose again that the driving noise 9X is a pure jump symmetric Lévy white
noise, that is, a Lévy white noise with characteristic triplet p0, 0, νq, where ν is a symmetric Lévy
measure. We can now apply Theorem 4.3 to our problem.
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Theorem 4.5. Assume (H2). Let umild be a measurable version of the mild solution to (1.1)
defined in (3.3). Suppose that the sample paths of umild are almost surely locally integrable with
respect to Lebesgue measure. Then umild “ ugen in the sense of generalized stochastic processes.
Proof. Let ϕ P DpRdq, and let µ`ϕ pdtq :“ ϕ`ptq dt and µ
´
ϕ pdtq :“ ϕ´ptq dt, where ϕ` “ maxpϕ, 0q
and ϕ´ “ maxp´ϕ, 0q are, respectively, the positive and negative parts of ϕ. These two measures
are finite, and are the positive and negative parts of the signed measure µϕpdtq :“ ϕptq dt. Since
umild has almost surely locally integrable sample paths,ż
Rd
|umildptq|µ
˘
ϕ pdtq ă `8 .
Therefore, we can apply Theorem 4.3 separately with the positive and negative part of µϕ, and
recombining them and using (3.3) and (3.1) yields
xumild, ϕy :“
ż
Rd
umildptqϕptq dt “
ż
Rd
x 9X, ρpt´ ¨qyµϕpdtq “ x 9X,ϕ ˚ ρˇy “ xugen, ϕy ,
which proves the claim.
Remark 4.6. (a) In the α-stable case, we had a necessary and sufficient condition for the sample
paths of the mild solution to be locally integrable. In the general case, we do not have such precise
statement, we only have the necessary condition of [17, Theorem 6].
(b) Again, one might wonder if Hypothesis (H1) is satisfied, and it turns out that ϕ ˚ ρˇ “
µϕff , where fps, tq :“ ρpt´sq, and by Theorem 4.3, µϕff is 9X-integrable, so (H1) is satisfied
and the generalized solution is well defined.
(c) Having almost surely locally integrable sample paths is the minimum requirement for a
stochastic process to be considered as a generalized stochastic process, since we need to be able to
integrate it against any test function. Essentially, Theorem 4.5 states that if the mild solution can
be considered as a generalized stochastic process, then it must be equal to the generalized solution.
5 Necessary condition for the existence of a random field
solution
In this section, we aim to answer the following question. Suppose that (H1) is satisfied. Then,
the generalized solution can be defined as in Definition 3.1. Suppose also that the generalized
solution has a random field representation Y . Then, is (H2) satisfied? And if so, is Y the mild
solution?
In the case of a Gaussian noise, that can be spatially correlated, this question has already
been investigated under slightly different assumptions in [7, Theorem 11]. Transposed to our
framework, this theorem implies that in the case of an SPDE driven by Gaussian white noise
(in space and time), if the generalized solution has a random field representation, then the
fundamental solution of this SPDE is necessarily square integrable. Here, we extend this kind of
statement to the setting of symmetric pure jump Lévy white noises.
5.1 The α-stable case
Again, we first restrict to the case of a symmetric α-stable noise, for some α P p0, 2q, where we
have a very complete result.
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Theorem 5.1. Assume (H1’). Let ugen be the generalized solution to (1.1) defined by (3.1).
Suppose that ugen has a random field representation Y in the sense of Definition 3.4, that is there
exists a jointly measurable random field pYtqtPRd such that Y has almost surely locally integrable
sample paths, and for any ϕ P DpRdq,
(5.1) xugen, ϕy “
ż
Rd
Ytϕptq dt a.s.
Then, for almost all t P Rd, ρpt´ ¨q P LαpSq (i.e. (H2’) is satisfied almost everywhere), and
(5.2) Yt “ x 9W
α, ρpt´ ¨qy “ umildptq a.s. a.e.
Furthermore, for any ψ P DpRdq, conditions (4.1)–(4.3) of Theorem 4.1, for α ą 1, α “ 1, α ă 1,
respectively, are satisfied.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. There exists a set Ω˜ Ă Ω of probability one such that for all ω P Ω˜, the
function t ÞÑ Ytpωq is locally integrable. Without loss of generality, we can suppose that Ω “ Ω˜.
Let ϕ P DpRdq be such that ϕ ě 0, suppϕ Ă Bp0, 1q and
ş
Rd
ϕ “ 1. For each t P Rd and n P N,
we define ϕtnp¨q “ n
dϕpnp¨ ´ tqq. Let Znt pωq :“ xY pωq, ϕ
t
ny. Then
(5.3) Znt pωq “
ż
Rd
Yspωqn
dϕpnps´ tqq ds “
ż
Rd
Yr`tpωqn
dϕpnrq dr .
Define fpt, s, ωq :“ pt`s, ωq. The function f is measurable as a map from pRdˆRdˆΩ, BpRdqb
BpRdqbFq to pRdˆΩ, BpRdqbFq, and Yr`tpωq “ Y ˝ fpr, t, ωq. Since Y is a jointly measurable
process, and by Fubini’s theorem, we deduce from the second equality in (5.3) that Zn is a jointly
measurable process. We define the set
A “
 
pt, ωq : xY pωq, ϕtny Ñ Ytpωq as nÑ `8
(
.
We can write
A “
č
kPN˚
ď
NPN
č
něN
"
pt, ωq : |Znt pωq ´ Ytpωq| ď
1
k
*
,
and since Zn and Y are both jointly measurable processes, A P BpRdq b F . By Lebesgue’s
differentiation theorem (see [23, Chapter 7, Exercise 2]), for any ω P Ω,
ş
Rd
1pt,ωqPAc dt “ 0.
Then, by Fubini’s theorem, there is a non random set A˜ Ă Rd such that Lebd
´
A˜
¯
“ 0 and for
all t R A˜, P tω : pt, ωq P Acu “ 0, that is,
(5.4) P
 
xY, ϕtny Ñ Yt as nÑ `8
(
“ 1.
By [18, Proposition 3.4.1], for any f P LαpSq,
(5.5) E
´
eix
9Wα,fy
¯
“ e´}f}
α
LαpSq ,
where }f}αLαpSq “
ş
S
|fpxq|α dx. Therefore, by (3.1) and (5.1),
(5.6) E
`
eixugen,ϕy
˘
“ e´}ϕ˚ρˇ}
α
Lα “ E
ˆ
exp
ˆ
i
ż
Rd
Ysϕpsq ds
˙˙
.
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Let t0 P A˜c. Then xY, ϕt0n y Ñ Yt0 almost surely as n Ñ `8. We define ρ
t0
n “ ϕ
t0
n ˚ ρˇ P L
αpSq by
(H1). By (5.6), for n,m P N,
(5.7) e´}ρ
t0
n ´ρ
t0
m}αLα “ E
ˆ
exp
ˆ
i
ż
Rd
Ys
`
ϕt0n psq ´ ϕ
t0
mpsq
˘
ds
˙˙
Ñ 1 as n,mÑ `8 .
We deduce that pρt0n qně1 is a Cauchy sequence in L
αpSq. By completeness of this space, there is
a function gt0 P LαpSq such that
(5.8) ρt0n Ñ g
t0 , in LαpSq as nÑ `8 .
Furthermore, we know from the theory of generalized functions that ϕt0n Ñ δt0 in D
1pRdq as
nÑ `8. Therefore,
(5.9) ρt0n Ñ δt0 ˚ ρˇ , in D
1pRdq as nÑ `8 .
From (5.8) and (5.9), we would like to deduce that δt0 ˚ ρˇ “ g
t0 in D1pSq. If this equality is true,
then it means that s ÞÑ ρpt0 ´ sq can be considered as a function in LαpSq. However, in order to
prove this equality, it suffices to show that for any θ P DpSq, xδt0 ˚ ρˇ, θy “ xg
t0, θy.
In the case α ě 1, by Hölder’s inequality,
|xgt0 ´ ρt0n , θy| ď
ż
S
ˇˇ
gt0psq ´ ρt0n psq
ˇˇ
|θpsq| ds ď }gt0 ´ ρt0n }LαpSq}θ}L
α
α´1 pSq
.
Passing to the limit as nÑ `8, we get that for all t0 P A˜c, δt0 ˚ ρˇ “ g
t0 P LαpSq in D1pSq. Then,
in the sense of distributions, ρˇ “ δ´t0 ˚ δt0 ˚ ρˇ “ δ´t0 ˚ g
t0. Therefore, in the sense of distributions,
ρ is equal to the function t P Rd ÞÑ gt0pt0´ tq, which therefore does not depend on t0, and is such
that for almost all t P Rd, δt ˚ ρˇ “ ρpt ´ ¨q P LαpSq. Also, for any t P A˜c, by (5.1),
xY, ϕtny “ xugen, ϕ
t
ny “ x 9W
α, ϕtn ˚ ρˇy “ x 9W
α, ρtny ,
and xY, ϕtny Ñ Yt almost surely as nÑ `8, and
(5.10) ρtn Ñ g
t “ δt ˚ ρˇ , in L
αpSq as nÑ `8 .
Therefore, x 9W α, ρtn´ρpt´¨qy Ñ 0 in law, hence in probability, that is, x 9W
α, ρtny Ñ x 9W
α, ρpt´¨qy
in probability as nÑ `8. Therefore (5.2) holds. Since we used Hölder’s inequality, this method
does not work in the case α ă 1, and does not imply (4.1), (4.2) or (4.3). We therefore develop
a different argument that works for any α P p0, 2q.
If α P p0, 2q is arbitrary, we deduce from (5.5) and (5.7) that x 9W α, ρt0n ´ g
t0y Ñ 0 in law
as n Ñ `8, and by [12, Lemma 4.7], the convergence is also in probability. By almost sure
linearity, we deduce that x 9W α, ρt0n y Ñ x 9W
α, gt0y in probability as nÑ `8. By uniqueness of the
limit, and since x 9W α, ρt0n y “ xugen, ϕ
t0
n y “ xY, ϕ
t0
n y, it follows that
(5.11) Yt0 “ x 9W
α, gt0y , a.s. for any t0 P A˜
c .
For any pt, sq P Rd ˆ S, let
(5.12) gpt, sq “ lim sup
nÑ`8
ρtnpsq .
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Then pt, sq ÞÑ gpt, sq is measurable, and for t P A˜c, gpt, ¨q “ gtp¨q almost everywhere. Therefore
Yt0 “ x 9W
α, gpt0, ¨qy , a.s. for any t0 P A˜
c .
Let ψ P DpRdq. Then, µψpdtq :“ ψptq dt is a finite signed measure, that we can decompose into
positive and negative parts µ`ψ and µ
´
ψ . Since Y is almost surely locally integrable,ż
Rd
|Yt|µ
`
ψ pdtq ă `8 , and
ż
Rd
|Yt|µ
´
ψ pdtq ă `8 a.s.
By [18, Theorem 11.3.2], if α ą 1, we get
(5.13)
ż
Rd
ˆż
S
|gpt, sq|α ds
˙ 1
α
|ψptq| dt ă `8 ,
if α “ 1, we get
(5.14)
ż
Rd
dt
ż
S
ds |gpt, sqψptq|
«
1` log`
˜
|gpt, sq|
ş
Rd
ş
S
|gpr, vq| dv|ψprq| dr`ş
S
|gpt, vq| dv
˘ `ş
Rd
|gpr, sqψprq| dr
˘
¸ff
ă `8 ,
and if α ă 1, we get
(5.15)
ż
S
ˆż
Rd
|gpt, sqψptq| dt
˙α
ds ă `8 .
By the generalized Minkowsky inequality (see [20, A.1]) and by (5.13), when α ą 1,
ˆż
S
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Rd
|gpt, sqψptq| dt
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
α
ds
˙ 1
α
ď
ż
Rd
ˆż
S
|gpt, sq|α ds
˙ 1
α
|ψptq| dt ă `8 .
In particular, we see that for almost all s P S, t ÞÑ gpt, sq is locally integrable (and therefore
defines a distribution). By (5.11),
(5.16)
ż
Rd
Ytµψpdtq “
ż
Rd
x 9W α, gpt, ¨qyψptq dt
By [18, Theorem 11.4.1], we can exchange the stochastic integral with the Lebesgue integral in
(5.1), to see that this equals
(5.17) x 9W α,
ż
Rd
ψptqgpt, ¨q dty a.s.
We define
ş
Rd
ψptqgpt, sq dt “: pψ f gqpsq (this operation on ψ and g is not commutative).
From (5.17) and (5.1), we get
(5.18) x 9W α, ψ f gy ´ x 9W α, ψ ˚ ρˇy “ x 9W α, ψ f g ´ ψ ˚ ρˇy “ xY, ψy ´ xugen, ψy “ 0 a.s.,
and by (5.5), we deduce that }ψ f g ´ ψ ˚ ρˇ}αLα “ 0. Then, for any ψ P DpR
dq, there is a set Bψ
such that Lebd pBψq “ 0 and for any s P SzBψ, pψf gqpsq “ pψ ˚ ρˇqpsq. Since DpRdq is separable,
there is a countable dense subset D Ă DpRdq. Let
B “
ď
ψPD
Bψ , Lebd pBq “ 0 .
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Then, for all s P SzB, for all ψ P D,
xgp¨, sq, ψy “ ψ f gpsq “ ψ ˚ ρˇpsq “ xρ, ψps` ¨qy “ xδs ˚ ρ, ψy ,
where we have used (2.2). Since two distributions equal on a dense set are equal everywhere
by continuity, we get that for all s P SzB, gp¨, sq “ δs ˚ ρ in D1pRdq. Then, ρ “ δ´s ˚ gp¨, sq
in D1pSq, and ρ is a function depending only on the t P Rd variable, more precisely for almost
all t P Rd, ρptq “ gpt ` s, sq which does not depend on s. Then, for almost all pt, sq P Rd ˆ S,
gpt, sq “ ρpt´ sq. By definition of g in (5.12) and by (5.10), we deduce that ρ is a function such
that for almost all t P Rd, ρpt ´ ¨q P LαpSq. Also, from (5.13), (5.14) and (5.15), we get that
(4.1)–(4.3) hold.
Remark 5.2. The proof of Theorem 5.1 in the case α ě 1 shows that the result is still valid in
the case of Gaussian white noise: it suffices to set α “ 2 in the proof.
5.2 The case of symmetric pure jump Lévy noise.
We now consider the more general case of a symmetric pure jump Lévy noise 9X. Similarly to the
α-stable case, we can obtain a necessary condition for the existence of a random field solution.
Theorem 5.3. Assume (H1). Let ugen be the generalized solution to (1.1) defined by (3.1).
Suppose that ugen has a random field representation Y in the sense of Definition 3.4, that is, there
exists a jointly measurable random field pYtqtPRd such that Y has almost surely locally integrable
sample paths, and for any ϕ P DpRdq,
xugen, ϕy “
ż
Rd
Yt ϕptq dt a.s.
Then, for almost all t P Rd, ρpt´ ¨q P Lp 9X,Sq (i.e. (H2) is satisfied almost everywhere), and
Yt “ x 9X, ρpt´ ¨qy “ umildptq a.s. a.e.
Proof. We use the same notations as in the proof of Theorem 5.1. By the same reasoning as in
the proof of Theorem 5.1, there is a non random set A˜ Ă Rd such that Lebd
´
A˜
¯
“ 0 and for all
t R A˜, P txY, ϕtny Ñ Yt as nÑ `8u “ 1. Then, as before we define ρ
t0
n “ ϕ
t0
n ˚ ρˇ P Lp 9X,Sq. For
n,m P N and t0 R A˜,
E
´
eix
9X,ρ
t0
n ´ρ
t0
my
¯
“ E
´
ei
ş
Rd
Yspϕt0n psq´ϕt0m psqq ds
¯
Ñ 1 as n,mÑ `8 .
We deduce that x 9X, ρt0n ´ρ
t0
my converges to zero in law, hence in probability. Since 9X is symmetric,
the linear mapping f P Lp 9X,Sq ÞÑ x 9X, fy P L0pΩq is an isomorphism (see [16, Theorem 3.4 and
Proposition 3.6]). In particular the inverse map is continuous, therefore the sequence pρt0n qnPN is
Cauchy in Lp 9X,Sq. This space is complete, therefore there is a function gt0 such that ρt0n Ñ g
t0
in Lp 9X,Sq. For any pt, sq P Rd ˆ S, let
gpt, sq “ lim sup
nÑ`8
ρtnpsq .
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Then pt, sq ÞÑ gpt, sq is measurable, and for t P A˜c, gpt, ¨q “ gtp¨q almost everywhere. As in
(5.11), we get that for almost all t0 P Rd, Yt0 “ x 9X, g
t0y almost surely. Also, since Y has almost
surely locally integrable sample paths, for any ψ P DpRdq,ż
Rd
|Yt|µψpdtq “
ż
Rd
ˇˇˇ
x 9X, gty
ˇˇˇ
µψpdtq ă `8 a.s. ,
where µψpdtq “ |ψptq| dt. By Theorem 4.3, as in (5.17),ż
Rd
x 9X, gtyψptq dt “ x 9X,ψ f gy a.s.
Therefore, for any ψ P DpRdq,
x 9X,ψ f gy “
ż
Rd
x 9X, gtyψptq dt “
ż
Rd
Ytψptq dt “ x 9X, ρˇ ˚ ψy a.s.,
where the last equality is by Definitions 3.4 and 3.1. Therefore, for almost every s P S, ψfgpsq “
ψ ˚ ρˇpsq. We can then conclude as in the proof of Theorem 5.1 after (5.18).
6 Examples
In this section, we give some examples of application of Theorems 4.1 and 5.1. We focus on
three well-known stochastic partial differential equations: the linear stochastic heat equation,
the linear stochastic wave equation, and the linear Poisson equation, in all spatial dimensions.
We restrict to the case of a symmetric α-stable noise, as the choice of the parameter α P p0, 2q
will be enough to capture the different cases.
6.1 The stochastic heat equation
Let 9W α be an α-stable symmetric noise on R` ˆ Rd. The heat operator H in dimension d is a
constant coefficient partial differential operator given by
H “
B
Bt
´
dÿ
i“1
B2
Bx2i
.
A fundamental solution ρH for this operator is given by the formula
ρHpt, xq “
1
p4pitq
d
2
exp
ˆ
´
|x|2
4t
˙
1tą0 .
We consider the following Cauchy problem
(6.1)
"
Hu “ 9W α,
up0, ¨q “ 0.
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6.1.1 Existence of a generalized solution
We wish to define the generalized solution of this equation associated with the fundamental
solution ρH.
Proposition 6.1. For any choice of α P p0, 2q and d ě 1, the generalized solution to the linear
stochastic heat equation driven by a symmetric α-stable noise is well defined.
Proof. We have to check for which combinations of α and d the convolution ϕ ˚ ρˇH belongs to
LαpR` ˆ R
dq, for any ϕ P DpRd`1q (see (H1’)). For ϕ P DpRd`1q and pt, xq P Rˆ Rd,
ϕ ˚ ρˇHpt, xq “
ż `8
t
ds
ż
Rd
dy
1
p4pips´ tqq
d
2
exp
ˆ
´
|y ´ x|2
4ps´ tq
˙
ϕps, yq .
Since ϕ has compact support, we see from this formula that there is a T P R` such that for any
t ě T and x P Rd, ϕ ˚ ρˇHpt, xq “ 0. Therefore, we need to check that ϕ ˚ ρˇH is in Lαpr0, T s ˆRdq
for any T P R` and ϕ P DpRd`1q. The function ϕ ˚ ρˇH is smooth, so we only need to check
integrability for x in a neighborhood of infinity. Then, for some compact K Ă Rd, for x large
enough,
|ϕ ˚ ρˇHpt, xq| ď |ϕ| ˚ ρˇHpt, xq “ 1tďT
ż T
t
ds
ż
K
dy
1
p4pips´ tqq
d
2
exp
ˆ
´
|y ´ x|2
4ps´ tq
˙
|ϕps, yq|
ď 1tďT }ϕ}8
ż T
t
ds
ż
K
dy
1
p4pipT ´ tqq
d
2
exp
ˆ
´
|y ´ x|2
4pT ´ tq
˙
,
where the second inequality comes from the fact that for |x| large enough, the function s P
rt, T s ÞÑ 1
p4pips´tqq
d
2
exp
´
´ |y´x|
2
4ps´tq
¯
is non-decreasing and realizes its maximum at s “ T . Then,
using the inequality
(6.2) |y ´ x|2 ě
1
2
|x|2 ´ |y|2 ,
we get
|ϕ ˚ ρˇHpt, xq| ď 1tďT
}ϕ}8
p4piq
d
2
pT ´ tq´
d
2
`1
ż
K
dy exp
ˆ
´
|y ´ x|2
4pT ´ tq
˙
ď 1tďT
}ϕ}8
p4piq
d
2
pT ´ tq´
d
2
`1 exp
ˆ
´
|x|2
8pT ´ tq
˙ż
K
exp
ˆ
´
|y|2
4pT ´ tq
˙
dy .
We evaluate the integral and deduce that
|ϕ ˚ ρˇHpt, xq| ď 1tďT }ϕ}8T exp
ˆ
´
|x|2
8T
˙
.(6.3)
From (6.3) we deduce that ϕ˚ρˇH has compact support in the time variable (uniformly with respect
to the space variable), and has rapid decay in the space variable. Therefore ϕ˚ρˇH P Lαpr0, T sˆRdq
for any α P R`. We deduce that the stochastic linear heat equation driven by symmetric α-stable
noise always has a generalized solution ugen defined by
(6.4) xugen, ϕy :“ x 9W
α, ϕ ˚ ρˇHy , for all ϕ P DpR
d`1q.
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Remark 6.2. The previous proof is still valid if we formally replace α by 2, and therefore the
same result is true in the Gaussian case.
Remark 6.3. From (6.3), we get that
}ϕ ˚ ρˇH}Lαpr0,T sˆRdq ď C}ϕ}8 ,
for some constant C that depends on the support of ϕ. Therefore, if ϕn is a sequence of test
functions in DpRd`1q such that ϕn Ñ 0 in DpRd`1q, then
E
“
eiξxugen,ϕny
‰
“ e
´|ξ|α}ϕn˚ρˇH}
α
Lαpr0,T sˆRdq Ñ 1 , as nÑ `8 .
Therefore, xugen, ϕny Ñ 0 in law as n Ñ `8, and since convergence in law to a constant is
equivalent to the convergence in probability to this constant, we deduce that xugen, ϕny Ñ 0 in
probability as nÑ `8. Therefore, ugen defines a linear functional on DpRd`1q that is continuous
in probability. The space DpRd`1q is nuclear (see [21, p. 510]), so by [22, Corollary 4.2], ugen
has an almost surely continuous version (and therefore ugen defines a continuous generalized
stochastic process).
6.1.2 Existence of a mild solution
The criterion for the existence of the mild solution to the linear stochastic heat equation (6.1) is
known (see [1]). However, we can also obtain this from (H2’).
Proposition 6.4. The mild solution to the linear stochastic heat equation driven by a symmetric
α-stable noise, as defined in (3.3), exists if and only if
(6.5) α ă 1`
2
d
.
In this case,
(6.6) umildpt, xq :“ x 9W
α, ρHpt ´ ¨, x´ ¨qy .
Proof. The mild solution of (6.1) associated with ρH is well defined if and only if the following
integral is finite for any pt, xq P R` ˆ Rd (see (H2’)):ż
R`
ds
ż
Rd
dy ρHpt ´ s, x´ yq
α “
ż t
0
ds
1
p4pisqα
d
2
ż
Rd
dy exp
ˆ
´
α|y|2
4s
˙
“
ż t
0
ds
1
p4pisq
d
2
pα´1q
α
d
2
,(6.7)
and the last integral is finite if and only if
α ă 1`
2
d
.
In this case, by Definition 3.5,
umildpt, xq :“ x 9W
α, ρHpt´ ¨, x´ ¨qy .
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6.1.3 Existence of a random field solution
We have seen in the previous section that for any α and d, it is possible to define the generalized
solution ugen, and that the mild solution umild exists if and only if α ă 1` 2d . We now apply the
results of Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 5.1 to learn more about the relations between those two
notions of solution.
Proposition 6.5. The generalized solution ugen to the linear stochastic heat equation driven by
a symmetric α-stable noise has a random field representation Y if and only if (6.5) is satisfied,
and in that case, this random field representation Y is equal to umild almost everywhere almost
surely.
Proof. If α P
`
1, 1` d
2
˘
, then from Theorem 4.1(i), we deduce that umild is almost surely equal
to ugen (the condition (4.1) is immediately verified using (6.7) and Remark 4.2(1)). Similarly, for
any ϕ P DpRd`1q, if α ă 1, then by (6.3), |ρˇH| ˚ |ϕ| P LαpR` ˆ Rdq, hence by Theorem 4.1(iii),
the mild solution of the stochastic heat equation umild is equal to the generalized solution ugen.
The case α “ 1 is slightly more involved, since we need to check condition (4.2). Let ϕ P
DpRd`1q. First, we have ż
R`ˆRd
ρHpt´ s, x´ vq dv “ t1tą0 ,
and for any x P R`, log`pxq ď | logpxq|, therefore, for t ą 0
log`
¨
˝ ρHpt ´ s, x´ yq şRd`1 şR`ˆRd |ρHpu´ v, r ´ wq| dv dw µϕpdu, drq´ş
R`ˆRd
ρHpt´ v, x´ wq dv dw
¯ `ş
Rd`1
ρHpu´ s, r ´ yqµϕpdu, drq
˘
˛
‚
ď |log pρHpt´ s, x´ yqq| `
ˇˇˇ
ˇlog
ˆż
Rd`1
uµϕpdu, drq
˙ˇˇˇ
ˇ` |logptq|
` |log pρˇH ˚ |ϕ|ps, yqq| .
Hence, to have (4.2), we need to check the finiteness of the following integrals:
II :“
ż
R`ˆRd
pρˇH ˚ |ϕ|q ps, yq ds dy ,
I2 :“
ż
R`ˆRd
ppρˇH |log pρˇHq|q ˚ |ϕ|q ps, yq ds dy ,
I3 :“
ż
R`ˆRd
ˆż
Rd`1
ρHpt´ s, x´ yq| logptqϕpt, xq| dt dx
˙
ds dy ,
I4 :“
ż
R`ˆRd
|log pρˇH ˚ |ϕ|ps, yqq| pρˇH ˚ |ϕ|q ps, yq ds dy .
The case of I1 has already been treated after (6.3), and for I3, we can simply permute the integrals
and get
I3 “
ż
Rd`1
|t1tą0 logptqϕpt, xq| dt dx ă `8 .
For I2 and I4, by the same considerations as for the case α ‰ 1, we need to check that for any
ϕ P DpRd`1q,
pt, xq P R` ˆ R
d ÞÑ |ρˇH logpρˇHq| ˚ |ϕ|pt, xq ,
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and
pt, xq P R` ˆ R
d ÞÑ pρˇH ˚ |ϕ|q pt, xq |logpρˇH ˚ |ϕ|pt, xqq| ,
are in L1pr0, T sˆRdq for any T P R`. By (6.3), we get that pρˇH ˚ |ϕ|q |logpρˇH ˚ |ϕ|q| P L1pR`ˆRdq,
therefore I4 ă `8. We now turn to I2. Observe that
|ρˇH logpρˇHq| ˚ |ϕ|pt, xq “ 1tďT
ż T
t
ds
ż
K
dy
1
p4pips´ tqq
d
2
exp
ˆ
´
|y ´ x|2
4ps´ tq
˙
ˆ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ´d2 log p4pips´ tqq ´ |y ´ x|
2
4ps´ tq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ |ϕps, yq| .
Again, by continuity (since |ϕ| is continuous and has compact support), we are only concerned
about integrability near a neighborhood of infinity (xÑ ˘8, t P r0, T s). Since log p4pips´ tqq is
integrable at s “ t and the polynomial term |y´x|2{ps´tq barely affects the decay as xÑ ˘8 of
exp p´|y ´ x|2{p4ps´ tqqq, we can obtain a bound similar to (6.3): see [11, Proof of Proposition
4.4.4] for details.
Hence by Theorem 4.1(ii), the mild solution umild of the stochastic heat equation in the case
α “ 1 is also equal to ugen.
Furthermore, if ugen has a random field representation Y in the sense of Definition 3.2, then,
by Theorem 5.1, necessarily ρH P Lαpr0, T s ˆ Rdq for any T ą 0, which, as we have seen in
the proof of Proposition 6.4, is equivalent to (6.5), and also the random field representation Y
is equal to the mild solution umild almost everywhere a.s. Therefore, a necessary and sufficient
condition for the existence of a random field solution to the stochastic heat equation (6.1) is that
α ă 1` 2
d
.
Propositions 6.1, 6.4 and 6.5 together establish the following theorem.
Theorem 6.6. The generalized solution ugen to the stochastic heat equation (6.1) defined by (6.4)
always exists. The mild solution umild defined by (6.6) exists if and only if
α ă 1`
2
d
,(6.8)
Furthermore, a random field representation Y of the generalized solution exists if and only if
(6.8) is satisfied and in this case, for almost all pt, xq P R` ˆ Rd,
Yt,x “ x 9W
α, ρHpt´ ¨, x´ ¨qy “ umildpt, xq a.s.
6.2 The stochastic wave equation
We now consider the stochastic wave equation. For an overview of this SPDE in the Gaussian
case, see [6]. Let 9W α be an α-stable symmetric noise on R` ˆ Rd. The wave operator O in
dimension d is a constant coefficient partial differential operator given by
O “
B2
Bt2
´
dÿ
i“1
B2
Bx2i
.
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The fundamental solution of this operator (with support in the forward light cone) is a function
only in dimension one and two. In dimension one, it is given by
ρO1 pt, xq “
1
2
1|x|ďt for all px, tq P R
2 ,
and, in dimension two, by
ρO
2
pt, xq “
1
2pi
1a
t2 ´ |x|2
1|x|ăt for all pt, xq P Rˆ R
2 .
In dimension d ě 3, the fundamental solution is a distribution that can be characterized by its
Fourier transform in the space variable x (see [7]).
This fundamental solution is related to the following Cauchy problem:
(6.9)
$&
%
Ou “ 9W α ,
up0, ¨q “ 0 ,
Bu
Bt
p0, ¨q “ 0 .
6.2.1 Existence of the generalized solution
We first study the existence of the generalized solution in various dimensions d ě 1.
Proposition 6.7. For any dimension d ě 1 and α P p0, 2q, the generalized solution ugen to the
linear stochastic wave equation driven by a symmetric α-stable noise exists.
Proof. We need to check whether (H1’) is satisfied.
d “ 1: We need to check that for any ϕ P DpR2q, the convolution ϕ ˚ ρˇO1 is in L
αpR` ˆ Rq. We
get
ϕ ˚ ρˇO1 pt, xq “
ż `8
0
ds
ż s
´s
dy ϕps` t, y ` xq ,
and we can see from this expression that it is a smooth function with compact support, hence in
LαpR` ˆ Rq.
d “ 2: Let ϕ P DpR3q. We check whether or not for some α P p0, 2q, the function ϕ ˚ ρˇO
2
P
LαpR` ˆ R
dq. By standard properties of the convolution, ϕ ˚ ρˇO
2
is a smooth function. Let
pt, xq P R` ˆ R
2. Then,
ϕ ˚ ρˇO
2
pt, xq “
ż
R
ds
ż
R2
dyρO
2
ps´ t, y ´ xqϕps, yq .
Since ϕ has compact support and ρO2 has support in the set tpt, xq P R` ˆ R
2 : |x| ď tu, we can
write
ϕ ˚ ρˇO
2
pt, xq “ 1tďT
ż T
t
ds
ż
BxpT´tq
dyρO
2
ps ´ t, y ´ xqϕps, yq ,
for some T P R`, where Bxprq is the open ball of radius r centered at x. We see in this expression
that the convolution has compact support in space and time, since if x is far enough from the
support of ϕ, the integrand is zero. We deduce that for any α P p0, 2q, ϕ ˚ ρˇO
2
P LαpR` ˆ R
dq,
and the generalized solution to the stochastic linear wave equation in dimension 2 always exists.
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d ě 3: For any ϕ P DpRˆRdq, the function ϕ ˚ ρˇOd is smooth. By the same type of considerations
on the support of the convolution ϕ ˚ ρˇOd as in dimension one and two, we see that this function
has compact support, therefore ϕ ˚ ρˇOd P L
αpR` ˆ R
dq for any α P p0, 2q.
We conclude that the generalized solution always exists.
6.2.2 Existence of the mild solution
Proposition 6.8. For all α P p0, 2q, the mild solution to the stochastic wave equation driven by
a symmetric α-stable noise exists only in dimensions one and two.
Proof. d “ 1: There is a mild solution to the wave equation driven by α-stable noise if and only
if for any pt, xq P R` ˆ R, ρO1 pt ´ ¨, x´ ¨q P L
αpR` ˆ Rq (see (H2’)). Therefore, for any T ą 0,
we need to check the finiteness of the integral
(6.10)
ż T
0
dt
ż
R
dxρO1 pt, xq
α “
ż T
0
dt
ż
R
dx
1
2α
1|x|ďt “
T 2
2α
.
We deduce that the mild solution exists for any choice of α P p0, 2q.
d “ 2: The mild solution exists if and only if ρO
2
pt´¨, x´¨q P LαpR`ˆRq for any pt, xq P R`ˆR2
(see (H2’)). We have
}ρO2 pt ´ ¨, x´ ¨q}
α_1
LαpR`ˆR2q
“
ż t
0
ds
ż
R2
dy
1
p2piqα ppt´ sq2 ´ |x´ y|2q
α
2
“
1
p2piqα
ż t
0
ds
ż
|u|ďs
du
1
ps2 ´ |u|2q
α
2
.
Changing to polar coordinates, we get
}ρO
2
pt´ ¨, x´ ¨q}α_1LαpR`ˆR2q “
1
p2piqα´1
ż t
0
ds
ż s
0
dr
r
ps´ rq
α
2 ps` rq
α
2
.
This integral is finite if and only if α
2
ă 1, that is α ă 2. We can further evaluate this integral
and we get
}ρO2 pt ´ ¨, x´ ¨q}
α_1
LαpR`ˆR2q
“
1
p2piqα´1
ż t
0
ds
ż s
0
dr
2
2r
ps2 ´ r2q
α
2
“
1
p2piqα´1
ż t
0
ds
s2´α
2´ α
“
t3´α
p2piqα´1p2´ αqp3´ αq
.(6.11)
Therefore, in dimension 2, there is always a mild solution to the linear stochastic wave equation
with α-stable noise.
d ě 3: Since fundamental solutions of the wave equation in dimension d ě 3 are not functions,
there is no mild solution.
Remark 6.9. From this proof, we can deduce the already known result in the Gaussian case
(see [6, p. 46]) that a mild solution to the linear stochastic wave equation only exists in spatial
dimension one.
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6.2.3 Existence of a random field solution
Proposition 6.10. The generalized solution ugen to the linear stochastic wave equation driven
by a symmetric α-stable noise has a random field representation if and only if d ď 2, and in that
case, this random field representation is equal to umild almost everywhere almost surely.
Proof. d “ 1: We will show that the mild solution exists and is equal to the generalized solution
by using Theorem 4.1 and the Remark 4.2. If α ą 1, it suffices to check that t}ρO
1
pt ´ ¨, x ´
¨q}LαpR`ˆRq, pt, xq P R` ˆRu P L
1
locpR`ˆRq, which is the case by (6.10). If α ă 1, we check that
for any compact K Ă R2,ż
R`ˆR
ds dy
ˆż
K
dt dx |ρO1 pt ´ s, x´ yq|
˙α
ă `8 .
It is easy to see that the function ps, yq ÞÑ
ş
K
dt dx |ρO1 pt´ s, x´ yq| has compact support, which
suffices to prove the claim. In the case α “ 1, we check that for any compact set K Ă R2,
(6.12)
ż
K
dt dx
ż
R`ˆR
ds dy |ρO1 pt´ s, x´ yq|
«
1`
log`
¨
˝ |ρO1 pt´ s, x´ yq| şK du dr şR`ˆR dv dw|ρO1 pu´ v, r ´ wq|´ş
R`ˆR
dv dw|ρO
1
pt´ v, x´ wq|
¯`ş
K
|ρO
1
pu´ s, r ´ yq| du dr
˘
˛
‚
fi
fl ă `8 .
The details of this calculation can be found in [11, Proof of Proposition 4.4.9].
We conclude that, for any α P p0, 2q, the mild solution is equal to the generalized solution,
and the mild solution is the random field representation of the generalized solution.
d “ 2: In the case where α ą 1, by (6.11), pt, xq P R`ˆR2 Ñ }ρO2 pt´ ¨, x´ ¨q}LαpR`ˆR2q does not
depend on x and is continuous in the t variable, therefore (4.1) is verified, and the mild solution
is equal to the generalized solution.
In the case where α ă 1, we know from previous considerations that for any test function ϕ,
|ρˇO2 | ˚ϕ is smooth with compact support, therefore (4.3) is verified, and the mild solution is equal
to the generalized solution.
The case α “ 1 is again more involved, since we need to consider the expression (4.2). We
must check that for any compact set K Ă R3,
(6.13)
ż
K
dt dx
ż
R`ˆR2
ds dy |ρO
2
pt´ s, x´ yq|
«
1`
log`
¨
˝ |ρO2 pt´ s, x´ yq| şK du dr şR`ˆR2 dv dw|ρO2 pu´ v, r ´ wq|´ş
R`ˆR2
dv dw|ρO2 pt´ v, x´ wq|
¯ `ş
K
|ρO2 pu´ s, r ´ yq| du dr
˘
˛
‚
fi
fl ă `8 .
For the details of this calculation, see [11, Proof of 4.4.9].
Therefore, for any α P p0, 2q, the mild solution is equal to the generalized solution. and the
mild solution is the random field representation of the generalized solution.
d ě 3: By Theorem 5.1, there cannot be any random field representation of the generalized
solution, since ρOd R L
α
`
r0, T s ˆ Rd
˘
.
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We summarize Propositions 6.7, 6.8 and 6.10 in the following theorem.
Theorem 6.11. The generalized solution ugen to the stochastic wave equation (6.9) defined by
(3.1) always exists. The mild solution umild defined by (6.6) exists if and only if d ď 2. Further-
more, a random field representation Y of the generalized solution exists if and only if d ď 2, and
in this case, for almost all pt, xq P R` ˆ Rd,
Yt,x “ x 9W
α, ρOd pt´ ¨, x´ ¨qy “ umildpt, xq a.s.
6.3 The stochastic Poisson equation
Let 9W α be an α-stable symmetric noise on R` ˆ Rd. The laplacian operator ∆ is given by
∆ “
dÿ
i“1
B2
Bx2i
.
The fundamental solution of the Poisson operator P “ ´∆ on Rd is given by
ρ1Ppxq “
1
2
|x|, x P R,
ρ2Ppxq “
1
2pi
ln
1
|x|
, x P R2zt0u,
ρdPpxq “
1
Cd
1
|x|d´2
, x P Rdzt0u, d ě 3,
where
Cd “
2pi
d
2 pd´ 2q
Γpd
2
q
.
We consider the following SPDE in Rd:
(6.14) ´∆u “ 9W α.
Theorem 6.12. (a) For d ě 1 and α P p0, 2q, there is no mild solution, hence no random field
solution, to (6.14).
(b) There is a generalized solution to (6.14) if and only if d ą 4 and α P
`
d
d´2
, 2
˘
.
Proof. (a) It is immediate to check that for all d ě 1 and α P p0, 2q, ρdP R L
αpRdq, therefore, there
is no mild solution to (6.14).
(b) Turning to the generalized solution, we first examine dimensions 1 and 2.
d “ 1: Let ϕ P DpRq. Then
ρˇ1P ˚ ϕpxq “ ´
1
2
ż
R
|x´ y|ϕpyq dy
“ ´
1
2
ˆ
x
ˆż x
´8
ϕpyq dy ´
ż `8
x
ϕpyq dy
˙
`
ż `8
x
yϕpyq dy ´
ż x
´8
yϕpyq dy
˙
.
Since ϕ has compact support, for large enough |x|,
(6.15) ρˇ1P ˚ ϕpxq “ ´
1
2
ˆ
x
ż
R
ϕpyq dy ´
ż
R
yϕpyq dy
˙
.
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In particular, we see that for any α P p0, 2q, ρˇd
P
˚ ϕ R LαpRq (unless the two integrals in (6.15)
vanish), and there is no generalized solution to (6.14).
d “ 2: Let ϕ P DpR2q. Then
ρˇ2P ˚ ϕpxq “
1
2pi
ż
R2
ln
1
|x´ y|
ϕpyq dy.
Assuming that ϕ ě 0 and ϕ ı 0, for |x| large enough and ε small enough, the right-hand side is
bounded below by
}ϕ}8
2
ż
|y|ďε
ln
1
|x´ y|
dy ě ε2
}ϕ}8
2
1
lnp|x| ` εq
,
hence ρˇ2P ˚ ϕ R L
αpR2q.
d ě 3: Let ϕ P DpRdq. Then
ρˇdP ˚ ϕpxq “
ż
Rd
1
|x´ y|d´2
ϕpyq dy.
This is a C8-function of x, hence we only need to consider its integrability as |x| Ñ 8. Proceeding
as for the case d “ 2, for ϕ ě 0 and ϕ ı 0, we can bound the integral below, up to a constant,
by ż
|y|ďε
1
|x´ y|d´2
dy ě εd
1
p|x| ` εqd´2
.
Passing to polar coordinates, we see that ρˇdP ˚ ϕ R L
αpRdq unless αp2 ´ dq ` d ă 0, which is
equivalent to α ą d
d´2
. Since α ă 2, this can only occur if d ą 4.
On the other hand, if d ą 4 and α ą d
d´2
, then for N ą 0, by the generalized Minkowski
inequality, ż
|x|ąN
dx
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Rd
1
|x´ y|d´2
ϕpyq dy
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
α
ď
ż
Rd
dy |ϕpyq|α
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
|x|ąN
1
|x´ y|αpd´2q
dx
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
The dx-integral only needs to be evaluated for y in a bounded set. For large enough N , the
dx-integral is finite if and only if αp2´ dq ` d ă 0, which is the case since d ą 4 and α ą d
d´2
.
In summary, ρˇdP ˚ϕ P L
αpR2q if and only if d ą 4 and α ą d
d´2
, and statement (b) is proved.
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